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Abstract

Forensic facial examiners and super-recognizers are highly accurate at comparing two faces to de-
termine identity and outperform the general population. Typically, forensic facial examiners are highly
trained, whereas super-recognizers are thought to rely on natural ability. Previous studies have com-
pared the accuracy of facial examiners and super-recognizers but have not studied the detailed behavioral
properties of their face matching performance. In this study, we further analyzed data from a previous
study which tested facial examiners and super-recognizers on a challenging test of face matching, or facial
comparison, ability. In that study, the two groups were equally accurate. Here, we further characterize
their behavior. We found distinct behaviors between these two groups, independent of overall accuracy.
For differences, we found: 1) Facial examiners took advantage of the full range of the 7-point identity
judgment scale; super-recognizers had a preference for the extreme ends of the scale (highly confident
decisions); 2) For facial examiners, identity judgments for same-identities and different-identities mir-
rored each other; those from super-recognizers did not; 3) We evaluated identity judgment agreement
across participants. Facial examiners agreed with each other to a greater extent than super-recognizers.
We next examined metacognitive awareness of their own ability. While there were qualitative differences
in the use of the scale, both groups showed behavioral insight into their own accuracy: more confident
people and those who rated the task to be easier tended to be more accurate. These findings suggest
that studying facial comparisons may benefit from assessing more than accuracy. This deeper under-
standing allows us to better interpret judgments according to the nature of a person’s facial expertise
and experience.

Keywords: biometrics, decision making, facial comparison, facial forensics, facial identification, facial
recognition, forensic facial examiner, super-recognizer

1 Introduction1

Stories of super-recognizers never forgetting a face and forensic facial examiners identifying criminals has2

sparked the interest of researchers, the press, and the public worldwide. Facial examiners receive extensive3

training and mentoring, and can testify in court (19, 20). Whereas, super-recognizers have an innate ability4

for face recognition (32). Because of this ability, law enforcement and security organizations employ super-5

recognizers (1, 14, 32, 36, 37). Consistently, findings show that facial examiners are highly accurate at6

facial comparisons (30, 46, 49, 50, 52); similarly, other studies found that super-recognizers are also highly7

accurate (1–3, 6–9, 14–16, 32, 33, 36–38, 40, 44). The first paper directly comparing these two groups reported8

that they are equally accurate to each other (34). Due to the consequential nature of their judgments and9

theoretical interest of understanding facial expertise, researchers are interested in the cognitive underpinnings10

of their superior face matching ability. Juxtaposing these highly, and equally, accurate groups of different11

backgrounds allows the unique opportunity to understand how they are the same and how they are different,12

independent of overall accuracy. In this study, we move beyond accuracy to investigate the properties of13

facial examiners’ and super-recognizers’ expertise.14

Previous studies showed that face processing behaviors vary with different levels of overall accuracy15

(9, 25, 30, 44–46, 49). Behaviors tested include eye movements, reported reliance on different facial features,16
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and the use of facial vs. body information. Papers have examined behavioral differences between super-17

recognizers and other populations or facial examiners and other populations (1–4, 6–9, 14–16, 25, 30, 32–18

34, 36–38, 40, 44–46, 49, 50, 52). But none directly compare facial examiners and super-recognizers. For the19

first time, our data allows us to directly study similarities and differences between these two face specialists20

groups.21

We build on Phillips et al. (34), which assessed the accuracy of facial examiners, super-recognizers, and22

control groups. For each facial comparison in Phillips et al. (34), the authors collected an identity judgment23

and a difficulty rating from participants. In the current study, we used these previously collected data to24

examine what the distribution of identity judgements looked like along a 7-point identity judgment scale.25

We assessed the consistency of identity judgments across participants. Finally, we examined how identity26

judgments and difficulty ratings correlated and how these measures correlated with a person’s own accuracy27

to assess metacognitive ability. These findings can inform whether these groups are the same, behaviorally28

and cognitively; if different strategies can underpin equal accuracy; and whether the nature of one’s expertise29

affects performance.30

The comparison of these two groups revealed their approach to providing identity judgments on the31

identity judgment scale differed, but their metacognitive abilities were similar. First, we examined the32

distribution of judgments along the response scale. Facial examiners were more willing to conclude that33

an identity judgment could not be made1, while super-recognizers clustered their judgments toward the34

extremes of the scale (i.e., highly confident judgments). We next evaluated identity judgment agreement.35

Ideally, the same facial comparison will result in the same conclusion across individuals. This is important36

for confidence in the facial comparison process. In line with this desire, we found greater consistency among37

facial examiners compared to super-recognizers.38

Finally, we tested the relationship between confidence and difficulty ratings, and participants’ insights39

into their own ability. Members of both groups were more confident on comparisons they judged to be less40

difficult. Higher confidence and judging the task to be less difficult were associated with higher accuracy.41

Therefore, although these groups were different on the basis of their identity judgments, they showed harmony42

between their confidence and perceived difficulty as well as metacognitive insight into their own ability.43

This suggests that for facial examiners and super-recognizers, the identity judgment itself carries with it44

information beyond the judgments themselves.45

This work fills a gap toward better interpreting judgments in the context of the nature of facial expertise.46

On an applied level, these findings support that the nature of one’s expertise is related to different underlying47

behaviors. In our study, to qualify as a super-recognizer, the participant could never have received any48

forensic training. The facial examiners in our study did receive training. Therefore, a history of training49

(or lack of training) was a defining difference in the backgrounds of facial examiners and super-recognizers.50

The role of training and/or professional experience could not be tested definitively in this study, but our51

conclusions suggest that the behavioral properties of examiners are consistent with the goals of forensic52

training. Usually, the effect of training is measured by changes in accuracy (47). This work suggests that53

the effect of training and/or professional experience may be assessed with other desired measures of training54

success. By directly measuring behaviors of interest, we can inform training programs to support forensic55

applications.56

Investigating these underlying behaviors reveals how the nature of facial expertise can vary. On a the-57

oretical level, these results show that rather than a single strategy supporting high accuracy, there are at58

least two ways to be highly accurate at face matching. From this, we can begin teasing apart the underlying59

cognitive processes supporting superior facial comparison ability.60

2 Facial comparison task procedure61

All data were collected in a previous study, reported in Phillips et al. (34). The Phillips et al. (34) study62

was designed to focus on facial comparison accuracy of identity judgments from a 7-point response scale.63

Participants compared two facial images and determined whether they depicted the same identity or different64

1This conclusion corresponds to selecting the midpoint option on the identity judgment scale. This response indicated
that “the observations support neither that it is the same person nor that it is different persons.” We interpreted this as the
participant concluding that an identity judgment could not be made. However, strictly speaking, a judgment itself is rendered.
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Figure 1: An example facial comparison and the identity judgment scale from this study. Participants
viewed pairs of faces and were instructed to determine identity on the 7-point scale shown above. For each
comparison, participants also provided a difficulty rating (not shown in the figure). Facial examiners and
super-recognizers were allowed 3 months to submit their responses and could use any tools and methods
they had available. All images from the study and correct answers can be viewed in the supplementary
information for Phillips et al. (34).

identities. Figure 1 shows an example comparison and the full identity judgment scale. There were 12 same-65

identity and 8 different-identity trials in the task. One of the objectives in the study was to measure facial66

comparison ability under conditions that mirrored real-world casework. To accomplish this, facial examiners67

and super-recognizers were allotted up to three months to submit their responses, and they were able to use68

any tools and methods of their choice when completing the task. These identity judgments were the basis69

of their accuracy, using the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC).70

In addition to an identity judgment, participants rated each facial comparison’s difficulty on a 5-point71

difficulty rating scale (range: 1, Easy: The comparison was easier than most facial comparisons; 5, Not72

Possible: The comparison was virtually impossible, due to a lack of detail in the image(s)). This was73

included to evaluate if the perceived difficulty of each facial comparison provided independent information74

from the identity judgment. Further information regarding the scales, task, participants, and procedures75

can be found in the Methods section of this document (Section 7.2) and the original study (34).76

3 Identity judgment distributions77

We started with the basic question: do facial examiners and super-recognizers use the identity judgment78

scale differently? Visually inspecting the identity judgment distributions indicates that, yes, judgments79

between the two groups varied (Figure 2). Facial examiners’ judgments were distributed across the full80

scale. Super-recognizers, on the other hand, selected the scale extremes and avoided the midpoint 0 (“the81

observations support neither that it is the same person nor that it is different persons”). This was reflected82

in the modes of the distributions. The mode judgments for facial examiners were +2 and −2 for same- and83

different-identity trials, respectively. Super-recognizers, by contrast, selected +3 and −3 most frequently for84

same-identity and different-identity trials, respectively.85

Subsequent statistical analyses supported these descriptive observations and visual inferences. For sta-86
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Figure 2: The back-to-back histograms above depict the proportion of judgments (x-axis) of a given identity
judgment (y-axis) provided by facial examiners (left-side graph) and super-recognizers (right-side graph).
For each graph, the left, light blue side shows the response distributions for same-identity trials. The right,
dark blue side shows the distributions for different-identity trials.

tistical analysis, we compared the distribution of responses from facial examiners and super-recognizers with87

two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K-S) tests. We conducted two, separate tests for same- and different-88

identity trials. We found that for both trial types, facial examiners and super-recognizers used the scale89

differently (same-identity trials: D = 0.17, p = .002; different-identity trials: D = 0.20, p = .002).90

The second basic question is whether participants in each group approached the scale similarly for the91

two trial types. As stated, the absolute value of the identity judgments were the same for each trial type,92

within a given group (facial examiners: +2 or −2; super-recognizers: +3 or −3). However, the overall93

distributions paint a more thorough picture of their response patterns. Based on a visual inspection of94

Figure 2, the same- and different-identity distributions appeared to be mirrored for facial examiners. This95

suggests they approach the scale similarly for comparisons of same- and different-identities. However, for96

super-recognizers, this mirroring was less apparent. To test this statistically, we mirrored different-identity97

judgments to reflect the direction of same-identity judgments by reversing the scale direction for different-98

identity trials (e.g., −3 was converted to +3 and vice versa). We then compared the distributions from same-99

and mirrored different-identity judgments. This process was applied to both participant groups. Results100

showed that for facial examiners, the distribution of judgments was equivalent for same-identity and mirrored101

different-identity trials (K-S test: D = 0.04, p = 0.82). For super-recognizers, the distribution of judgments102

differed depending on the trial type (K-S test: D = 0.19, p = 0.02).103

We next tested how judgments varied at the level of the individual. We focused specifically on the104

scale extremes (highly confident judgments) and on the scale midpoint (0). First, we evaluated whether105

participants in the super-recognizer group were more likely to use the most extreme points on the scale106

(+/−3) compared to facial examiners. We computed the proportion of judgments corresponding +/−3107

across all trials, separately for each participant. We found that the proportion of these high-confidence108

judgments was lower for facial examiners compared to super-recognizers (facial examiners: mean (M) = 0.24,109

standard deviation (SD) = 0.21; super-recognizers: M = 0.40, SD = 0.25; Mann-Whitney U = 232, p =110

0.036, r = 0.25). Next, we replicated this analysis on judgments associated with the scale midpoint (0). The111

proportion of judgments for this response was higher for facial examiners than for super-recognizers (facial112

examiners: Mean (M) = 0.09, Standard Deviation (SD) = 0.09; super-recognizers: M = 0.01, SD = 0.02;113

Mann-Whitney U = 178, p = 0.002, r = 0.37)2.114

Therefore, equal accuracy was supported by different approaches to the identity judgment scale. We next115

2See Supplemental Figure A.1 for corresponding visualizations.
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tested whether these differences appeared in other identity judgments properties: agreement, the relationship116

between different behavioral measures, and insight into accuracy.117

4 Identity judgment agreement118

In forensic analysis, reliability is desired so that ideally multiple examiners comparing the same image pair119

will provide the same identity judgment – they will provide consistent answers. Measuring the consistency120

of judgments assesses the degree to which this ideal is met. To test the extent of agreement, we measured121

inter-rater reliability of the identity judgments. We modeled the case in which comparisons are completed122

independently by two examiners. To provide a benchmark, we repeated the analysis with super-recognizers.123

We measured identity judgment agreement on all 20 facial comparisons separately for each participant124

group. Agreement was assessed using a standard measure of inter-rater reliability, Cohen’s Kappa, weighted125

for ordinal data (κ̂′c) (12, 21, 22). The ordinal weighting was applied to reflect the identity judgment126

response scale. The possible range of κ̂′c between two participants was +1 (indicating perfect agreement) to127

−1 (indicating complete disagreement). Agreement was measured between all possible unique pairs of facial128

examiners. With 57 facial examiners in our sample, this produced 1,596 κ̂′c values. Between the 13 super-129

recognizers in our study, there were 78 unique pairs of participants and corresponding κ̂′c values. Figure 3130

shows the distributions of pairwise agreement with a violin plot and box-and-whisker plot overlay.131

Figure 3: A violin plot with a box-and-whisker plot overlay shows the distribution of agreement between all
possible pairs of participants within each group. The violin plot represents the range and density of different
levels of agreement (κ̂′c). A box-and-whisker plot overlay shows the median, interquartile ranges, and the full
range of agreement for each group. Points represent outliers. Red diamonds show the mean for each group.

Average pairwise agreement was nominally higher among facial examiners (M = 0.48, SD = 0.24) com-132

pared to agreement among super-recognizers (M = 0.26, SD = 0.32). The rule of thumb from Fleiss et al.133

(21) suggests that κ̂′c ≥ 0.75 indicates excellent agreement; κ̂′c between 0.75 and 0.40 indicates fair agreement,134

and κ̂′c ≤ 0.40 indicates low agreement. Although context guides these interpretations, this rule of thumb135

suggest facial examiners show a fair amount of agreement, and super-recognizers show poor agreement.136

We tested whether the observed agreement between facial examiners and super-recognizers was statisti-137
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cally significant. Because κ̂′c values were measured between all possible pairs of participants within a group,138

each person contributed to multiple κ̂′c values. This lack of independence between measures precluded the139

use of standard statistical tests because the variance of the statistic is not readily available for such de-140

pendent measures. Therefore, we implemented a bootstrap resampling procedure (e.g., (24)) to compare141

the two groups. For each bootstrap iteration, 20 trials (facial comparisons) were selected randomly with142

replacement to replicate the number of trials presented in the original experiment. For these selected trials,143

we measured κ̂′c between all possible, unique pairs of individuals within each participant group, repeating144

the original procedure described above. Next, we computed the difference between the average κ̂′c values for145

facial examiners and for super-recognizers on that iteration. We refer to this as theκ̂′c difference. We repeated146

this process for 1,000 iterations which produced a distribution of 1,000 κ̂′c differences between the two groups147

(see Figure A.2 in supplemental materials). We determined if agreement was significantly different between148

the two groups according to a 95% bootstrap confidence interval (CI) around the top and bottom 2.5% of149

the distribution. If the 95% CI did not intersect 0 (indicating no difference), the differences between the two150

groups were judged to be statistically significant.151

The 95% CI for this distribution of κ̂′c differences was [0.10, 0.34]. This indicates that agreement differed152

significantly across the two groups. While the lower bound of this CI determined significance, the upper153

bound characterized the probable range of agreement differences between the two groups. Therefore, with154

95% confidence, our estimate of the agreement difference range between examiners and super-recognizers155

extended from a small (0.10) to a large difference (0.34).156

5 Relationship between behavioral measures157

The previous analyses focused on differences in identity judgment scale use and agreement between facial158

examiners and super-recognizers. Next, we conducted a deeper analysis into the behavioral measures obtained159

in this task: the confidence of the identity judgments and difficulty ratings. This provides insight into the160

shared and unique information across different behavioral measures. We collected both an identity judgment161

on a 7-point scale and a difficulty rating for each trial (see Section 2 for procedure details). We obtained162

confidence from the absolute value of the the identity judgment. For example, a judgment of +3 or −3163

implied high confidence. We expect that a high confidence judgment would be associated with a lower164

difficulty rating. Likewise, low absolute values in the identity judgment (i.e., 0) implied low confidence,165

and we predicted that these decisions would be associated with greater rated difficulty. By measuring the166

extent to which these are related, we addressed the question of whether these ratings provided distinct or167

overlapping information. Note that confidence does not necessarily indicate accuracy: a judgment might be168

highly confident but erroneous.169

Considering the accuracy of judgments was the second part of this analysis. Identity judgments were170

the basis of accuracy as measured by the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC). We171

measured metacognitive ability: the extent to which people were aware of their own ability. To examine172

the level of this behavioral insight, we tested whether accuracy was associated with confidence and rated173

difficulty.174

5.1 Confidence and difficulty175

We evaluated the relationship between rated difficulty and confidence at two levels of analyses: 1) at the level176

of the trials themselves to address the question: how much does the rated difficulty of a facial comparison177

correspond to the confidence in that identity judgment? and 2) at the level of the individual to address: does178

a person who rated the task to be more difficult overall also respond with less confidence overall? The effect179

of rated difficulty on performance itself has been well-studied (see Scasserra (41) for a review). However, to180

our knowledge, the relationship between the rated difficulty and confidence of a given response has not been181

studied. For this analysis, we only considered the confidence itself, not the accuracy of the judgment.182

First, to analyze the relationship between difficulty ratings and confidence at the level of the trials183

themselves, we plotted every combination of difficulty rating and identity judgment observed across all trials184

(Figure 4). A visual inspection shows that as the difficulty rating increased, the confidence associated with185

the identity judgment decreased, for both correct and incorrect judgments. For example, there were no186

cases in which the lowest difficulty rating was provided (1) with an identity judgment at the midpoint (0).187
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Figure 4: The relationship between difficulty ratings and identity judgments for facial examiners (left-
side graph) and super-recognizers (right-side graph). Each point represents one judgment. Point color
indicates trial type. Points are jittered at each grid intersection to show overlapping points. For identity
judgments, responses with lower absolute values indicated lower confidence; responses with higher absolute
values indicated higher confidence. For difficulty ratings, lower values indicated greater ease than higher
values.

Likewise, there were no cases in which a high difficulty rating (5) was provided with a highly confident188

(+/−3) judgment.189

We examined this relationship statistically with a Kendall’s τ correlation. We first converted the raw190

identity judgments to a measure of confidence (the absolute value of the identity judgment). This retained191

the confidence of the identity judgment regardless of the direction of the decision (i.e., judged to be the same192

identity or different identities). Results showed that as difficulty ratings increased, confidence decreased for193

both groups (facial examiners: Kendall’s τ = −.67, p < .001; super-recognizers: τ = −.76, p < .001).194

This trial-based analysis provided a full-test view of the relationship between confidence and difficulty.195

However, this does not address whether people who are more confident rate the task to be less difficult.196

To test this, we computed each participant’s average confidence and difficulty rating across the whole task.197

We then computed the correlation between their average confidence and their average difficulty rating. For198

both groups, there was a negative correlation between confidence and difficulty: the more difficult they199

found the task, the lower their confidence (facial examiners: τ = −0.56, p < 0.001, super-recognizers:200

τ = −0.70, p = 0.001, Figure 5).201

5.2 Behavioral insight: Confidence, difficulty, and accuracy202

We tested the extent to which face specialists have insight into their own accuracy. Previous studies have203

measured the extent to which super-recognizers can estimate their own accuracy using self-report question-204

naires to estimate face recognition ability (2, 10). Instead of self-estimated ability, our measure of insight205

was the degree to which a person’s confidence and difficulty ratings were correlated with their accuracy on206

the test. For each participant, we computed their mean confidence and difficulty rating across the entire207
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Figure 5: The relationship between rated difficulty and confidence at the level of the individuals. Each point
represents one participant. A point’s position on the x-axis indicates a participant’s mean rated difficulty
across the whole task. The position on the y-axis indicates the participant’s mean confidence across the
task. Point color and shape indicate participant group: light blue circles represent facial examiners; dark
blue triangles represent super-recognizers. For confidence, lower values indicate a lower level of confidence;
higher values reflect higher confidence. For difficulty ratings, lower values indicate ease; higher values indicate
greater difficulty.
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Figure 6: These two scatter plots show the relationship between behavioral measures and accuracy (AUC).
Each point represents one participant. Point color and shape reflect participant group: light blue circles
represent facial examiners; dark blue triangles represent super-recognizers. A point’s position on the x-axis
indicates the participant’s mean confidence (left-side graph) or mean difficulty rating (right-side graph).
Position on the y-axis indicates the participant’s accuracy. For confidence, lower values indicate a lower level
of confidence; higher values reflect higher confidence. For difficulty ratings, lower values indicate ease; higher
values indicate greater difficulty.

task3. Accuracy was measured using AUC.208

First, we measured the relationship between participants’ mean confidence and accuracy with Kendall’s209

τ correlation. This was computed separately for facial examiners and super-recognizers. For both groups,210

participants who were more confident on average tended to be more accurate (facial examiners: τ = 0.29, p =211

0.002; super-recognizers: τ = 0.54, p = 0.01, Figure 6). Therefore, those in both face specialist groups212

demonstrated insight into their own accuracy. The relationship between mean rated difficulty and accuracy213

was consistent with those of mean confidence: people who found the task more difficult overall tended to be214

less accurate (facial examiners: τ = −0.22, p = 0.02; super-recognizers: τ = −0.48, p = 0.023, Figure 6).215

6 Discussion216

Over a series of analyses, we characterized the similarities and differences between facial examiners and217

super-recognizers. With the exception of Phillips et al. (34), previous studies have measured the accuracy218

and qualitative behavioral properties of facial examiners or super-recognizers, separately (2, 4, 6, 9, 14–219

16, 25, 30, 32, 33, 37, 38, 40, 44–46, 49, 52). Our work directly compared the behavioral properties of these220

two face specialist groups. The interest in these groups is largely spurred by a desire to investigate the221

role of training and the cognitive underpinnings of superior face recognition. Often, these evaluations have222

focused on differences in accuracy across viewing and testing conditions. Here, we show the importance of223

3Detailed analyses of difficulty ratings can be found in the supplemental materials.
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evaluating underlying behaviors themselves to produce a fuller characterization of people with superior facial224

comparison ability and the behaviors supporting this high performance.225

Both groups showed metacognitive awareness into their own ability: confidence and rated difficulty mod-226

erately predicted accuracy. This extends similar findings observed in the general population (11, 43, 48) to227

face specialists. There are few studies examining the metacognitive insight for face specialists, and these used228

self-report questionnaires Bate and Dudfield (2), Bobak et al. (10). Both studies found that super-recognizers229

self-assessed their ability better than the general population. In these studies, participants completed a ques-230

tionnaire in which they estimated their own face recognition ability. Overall, self-assessments moderately231

predicted or did not strongly predict actual ability on objective face recognition tests. There are two key232

differences between their studies and the current one. First in the previous studies, metacognition was233

based on explicitly estimated, self-assessed ability. In our study, metacognitive abilities were assessed via234

the confidence of their identity judgments and their difficulty ratings relative to their accuracy. Second,235

they measured self-reported estimates of global ability based on everyday facial recognition tasks (e.g., “I236

can spot familiar people in unexpected contexts.”). Our measures were obtained on a trial-by-trial basis,237

within this specific facial comparison task. Therefore, both self-assessed measures from previous studies and238

the implicit, decision-based measures in this study all resulted in low to moderate relationships to actual239

ability. For the first time, we show this relationship for both facial examiners and super-recognizers. For240

face specialist recruitment, future work can directly compare the utility of self-assessed ability estimates to241

implicit, decision-based estimates. This comparison can measure whether one is more effective, or whether242

a combination of both is helpful to identify highly accurate individuals. It is promising that the relation-243

ship between confidence and difficulty to accuracy was stable across both groups, despite the behavioral244

differences underlying their performance. We discuss the implications of their differences below.245

Based on the groups’ differences, we conclude that interpretations of judgments may need to be tailored246

per group. The overall response distribution differences between facial examiners and super-recognizers call247

to attention that a given judgment may carry different meaning, depending on who produced it. For example,248

a response of +/−3 is inferred to reflect high confidence. However, it is unclear whether a given level of249

confidence carries the same weight across participant groups. Phillips et al. (34) addressed this question250

with the same data in this study by measuring the probability of incorrect, highly confident responses. They251

found that high confidence errors were rare for both facial examiners and super-recognizers. However, super-252

recognizers were more likely to judge images of same person as being different people with high confidence253

(−3 responses for same-identity trials). In this study, we expanded this knowledge to show that super-254

recognizers’ overall scale use differed for same- and mirrored different-identity trials. For law enforcement255

and forensic testimony, the potential for different meanings is consequential for those making sense of the256

judgments. Future work may test whether one meaning can be construed from conclusions for all groups or257

whether it is more informative and meaningful to tailor interpretations.258

Similarly, providing different conclusion scales for each group may be beneficial. One way to evaluate259

the appropriateness of a conclusion scale is to assess whether the judgments carry consistent meaning across260

individuals. This consistency supports the ability to compare and interpret conclusions across different261

individuals. We found that facial examiners agreed with each other to a higher degree than super-recognizers262

did. The scale in this study was developed in consultation with the forensic community to reflect those used263

in real-world applications. It is possible that if super-recognizers had greater familiarity and/or training with264

this scale, they would also show high consistency. How their familiarity with the scale may have influenced265

consistency is unknown, but this finding is promising for the desire that forensic judgments be consistent266

across individuals.267

Another property of scale use was that facial examiners’ judgments for same- and different-identity trials268

mirrored each other in this study. A common assumption is that facial examiners are more conservative269

from a signal detection theory perspective. In other words, the assumption is that facial examiners are less270

likely to make highly confident responses when judging faces to be of the same person compared to judging271

faces to be of different people. This is possibly because the consequences of falsely stating that two people272

are the same is thought be greater than falsely judging the same person as being different people. Our273

identity judgment scale prevented the binarization of the judgments themselves in this manner. However,274

their high accuracy allows us to interpret judgments from same- and different-identity trials in a similar275

fashion. Their distributions for same-and mirrored different-identity trials indicates that a response bias276

toward judging faces to be of different people (regardless of the correct answer) is not likely to be driving277
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factor of performance in the real-world conditions in which facial examiners operate. In a perceptual test278

in which participants were timed and unable to use their tools and methods, Hu et al. (25) found facial279

examiners trended toward a more conservative response bias: they were more inclined to judge faces as280

being different. In considering their findings alongside ours, we can conclude that in restricted conditions,281

facial examiners trended toward a bias of judging faces to be different. In our study modeling real-world282

judgments, we found facial examiners distributed responses across the full scale regardless of whether the283

faces were of the same person or different people. They did so in a manner consistent with a measured,284

cautious, consistent approach toward determining identity.285

We found this overall cautious approach only among facial examiners. Super-recognizers’ identity judg-286

ments clustered at the scale extremes. Norell et al. (30) found that facial examiners provided judgments287

with less confidence on challenging comparisons relative to untrained, less accurate undergraduate studies.288

It was previously unknown whether this strategy was coupled with overall accuracy. By comparing identity289

judgments to equally accurate super-recognizers, findings show this is not the case. Therefore, this behavior290

is perhaps a product of forensic training and experience, rather than an overall optimal strategy for highly291

accurate judgments.292

We found for both groups, confidence, rating difficulty, and accuracy were all correlated. This indicates293

that additional information comes embedded with judgments themselves. This facilitates the ability to gain294

insight into judgments from experts who often operate as a closed-box4, unable to accurately describe the295

process in which they from conclusions (18). Additional insight into judgments themselves may enhance296

trust in forensic judgments. The current gap between forensic explanations of conclusions and a lay person’s297

interpretation produces misunderstandings and confusion (26). Simplified evidence in support of conclusions298

may facilitate interpretation of, and possibly trust in, forensic judgments by broad audiences. Importantly299

for these inferences, the moderate relationships between measures in our study were found with responses300

from the full experiment: we cannot necessarily infer a person’s overall accuracy from any given judgment.301

Future work is needed to test the extent to which probing underlying behaviors on proficiency tests is helpful302

to better understand decision processes and predictors of accuracy. Existing evaluations of forensic training303

have focused primarily on accuracy. The findings from this study highlight the importance of directly304

measuring the role of forensic training on behaviors of interest. To fully understand how training influences305

facial comparison decision making, we need more robust evaluations of its potential power.306

The role of training was explored in Towler et al. (45). They propose a “two routes” hypothesis to facial307

comparison expertise: one for facial examiners and one for super-recognizers. This theory proposes that facial308

examiners achieve expertise through training, and super-recognizers do so through natural ability. They base309

their theory on experiments which compared facial examiners to control populations or super-recognizers to310

control populations. They then triangulated this evidence to characterize differences between facial examiners311

and super-recognizers. By directly comparing facial examiners and super-recognizers, we provide evidence312

directly supporting the “two routes” hypothesis. We found qualitative differences between facial examiners313

and super-recognizers in their scale use and response consistency. Their metacognitive similarities do not314

discount a two-routes to expertise hypothesis. Both routes to expertise may retain metacognitive abilities.315

In regards to this expertise, the findings from this study indicate that considering other group-level factors316

apart from accuracy reveals patterns of performance associated with the nature of one’s expertise itself, not317

just one’s accuracy alone. Delving into facial comparison behaviors provided deeper insight into two face318

specialist groups with superior facial comparison ability. From a theoretical standpoint, this study highlights319

different, and equally accurate, approaches toward the task of identifying faces in challenging situations.320

Our results showed that response scale distributions, agreement, and difficulty judgments can be added to321

evaluations of training in order to more completely test its influence. Proficiency tests’ focus on accuracy can322

miss behaviors influenced by training and/or professional experience. Pivoting toward directly measuring,323

and having a standard for, the behavior of interest will be important to understand the role of training and the324

nature of facial expertise. To answer why these observed behaviors emerged, we need long-term experiments325

targeted toward this question to separate the role of nature (natural ability), nurture (training/professional326

experience), or a combination of both. It is important that researchers and practitioners continue working327

together to achieve these goals to ensure real-world validity and generalizability (36). This work shows that328

forward movement in these efforts will require a more thorough knowledge of facial comparison behaviors.329

4These have been referred to as “black-boxes” in the forensics community.
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The community needs to consider training and tests of facial ability beyond accuracy.330

7 Methods331

All data were obtained from Phillips et al. (34). The National Institute of Standards and Technology332

Institutional Review Board reviewed and approved the protocol for this project and all subjects provided333

informed consent in accordance with 15 CFR 27, the Common Rule for the Protection of Human Subjects.334

De-identified data can be obtained by signing a data transfer agreement with NIST5. All facial comparisons335

in this study appear in the supplemental materials of the original study from which the data was obtained336

(34). Images are covered under the license for the Forensic Facial Examiner Study Data Set from the337

University of Notre Dame6. In the the current document, we reiterated and summarized the overlapping338

relevant methodological information for the sake of clarity and to keep the current document self contained.339

More detailed information is included in the original study (34).340

7.1 Participants341

In the study from which this data was obtained (34), the authors measured the accuracy of forensic facial342

examiners, forensic facial reviewers, super-recognizers, fingerprint examiners, undergraduate students, and343

face-recognition algorithms on a facial comparison task. In the current study, we examined a subset of these344

participant groups. We compared two highly skilled face specialist groups: forensic facial examiners, or facial345

examiners, (n = 57, 28 females) and super-recognizers (n = 13, 8 females). Facial examiners were defined346

as those who performed one-to-one facial comparisons as part of their profession. In these types of facial347

comparisons, only two images are evaluated at a time (as opposed to comparing a face to a gallery of images348

to judge identity). Super-recognizers were defined as those who had completed a face recognition test which349

categorized them as a super-recognizer7 or were actively employed as a super-recognizer. Super-recognizers350

in this study never received any forensic comparison training. Because of this, no one could qualify as both351

a facial examiner and super-recognizer.352

7.2 Facial comparison task353

In the task, participants determined whether pairs of face images were of the same person or of different354

people. An example of a test trial appears in the introduction of this document (Figure 1). The test contained355

20 image pairs in total. Twelve pairs were of the same identity, and 8 pairs were of different identities. This356

imbalance prevented participants from applying a process of elimination strategy to determine identity. All357

face images were sent electronically to the participants. This allowed them to perform the task under their358

preferred viewing and working conditions, using their tools and methods. Comparisons could be completed359

in any order. Participants were allowed up to three months to submit their responses.360

Identity judgments were obtained using a 7-point identity judgment scale: −3, the observations strongly361

support that it is not the same person; −2, the observations support that it is not the same person; −1, the362

observations support to some extent that it is not the same person; 0, the observations support neither that363

it is the same person nor that it is different persons; +1, the observations support to some extent that it364

is the same person; +2, the observations support that it is the same person; +3, the observations strongly365

support that it is the same person. This identity judgment scale was developed in consultation with members366

of the forensic face community and is based on scales used in forensic work (e.g., see Conclusion Scale from367

(30)).368

In addition to providing an identity judgment, participants rated the difficulty of the comparison. The 5-369

point difficulty rating scale was as follows: 1, Easy: The comparison was easier than most facial comparisons;370

2, Moderate: The comparison was a typical facial comparison; 3, Difficult: The comparison was more difficult371

than most facial comparisons; 4, Very Difficult: The comparison was unusually difficult, involving significant372

5Contact the corresponding author for more information on how to obtain a data transfer agreement.
6Forensic Facial Examiner Study Data Set: https://cvrl.nd.edu/projects/data/#forensic-facial-examiner-study-data-set
7Tests commonly used to assess super-recognizer performance can be found in Noyes and O’Toole (31), Dunn et al. (17),

and Ramon (35).
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photometric illumination, or pose changes, other red flags; 5, Not Possible: The comparison was virtually373

impossible, due to a lack of detail in the image(s).374

7.3 Selected analyses375

All analyses and visualizations were completed using R version 3.5.1 and corresponding packages (5, 13, 23,376

27–29, 42, 51) and executed in RStudio version 1.1.456 (39)8.377

The measures in this study were defined as follows. Accuracy was measured using the area under the378

receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) for each individual. The inputs to compute the AUC were379

the identity judgments themselves, labeled by trial type. Confidence was defined as the absolute value of380

an identity judgment (see Section 7.2 for the full identity judgment scale). This yielded a possible range of381

0− 3. Difficulty ratings were the responses on the difficulty rating scale (see Section 7.2 for the full scale).382

Each section of results contains its pertinent methodological information. In what follows, we expand on383

select analyses for clarity and replicability.384

7.3.1 Identity judgment distributions385

From all identity judgments provided in the test, we produced a distribution of the responses to reflect386

the frequency of each judgment. First, we computed the number of judgments associated with a given387

point on the scale relative to the total number of trials, separately for same- and different-identity trials388

and for each participant group. The result of this was the proportion of responses associated with each389

scale option across all participants within a participant group and trial type (Figure 2). For statistical390

comparisons, we converted the frequencies of raw identity judgments into cumulative response distributions.391

These cumulative distributions were submitted to Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) tests. For each distribution392

comparison, we conducted a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test between the two distributions of393

interest. We conducted four comparisons in total: 1) facial examiners vs. super-recognizers for same-identity394

trials, 2) facial examiners vs. super-recognizers for different-identity trials, 3) same- vs. different-identity395

trials within facial examiners, and 4) same- vs. different identity trials within super-recognizers. To compare396

the frequency of judgments across same- and different-identity trials within each participant group, the397

judgments associated with different-identity trials were reversed, or mirrored, such that responses of −3 were398

coded as +3, and vice versa. This reverse coded different-identity distribution was submitted to the analysis399

and compared to the same-identity distribution.400

To compare the frequencies of responses at the scale extremes (+/−3) and the scale midpoint (0), we401

computed the frequency of each judgment for each participant relative to the total number of trials. For402

each participant, this gives us the proportion of judgments corresponding to a particular decision. Statistical403

comparisons were conducted with non-parametric, Mann-Whitney U tests with the effect size, r, defined as404

r = Z/
√
N

where Z is the Z score of the test statistic, and N is the number of observations.405

7.3.2 Identity judgment agreement406

To evaluate the consistency of responses across facial examiners and super-recognizers, we measured the407

inter-rater reliability of the identity judgments across all possible unique pairs of individuals within each408

participant group. For facial examiners, this produced n = 1, 596 unique pairs of participants. For super-409

recognizers, this produced n = 78 unique pairs of participants. Inter-rater reliability was computed using410

Cohen’s Kappa, weighted for ordinal data (κ̂′c)(12, 22).411

We tested for group differences with a bootstrap resampling procedure (e.g., (24)). We computed a total412

of n = 1, 000 bootstrap iterations. For each iteration, 20 trials (image pairs) were randomly selected with413

replacement. The following steps were done separately for each participant group. Pairwise agreement (κ̂′c)414

for the selected sample of image pairs was computed across all possible, unique pairs of participants within415

8Certain commercial equipment, instruments, or materials are identified in this paper in order to specify the procedures
adequately. Such identification is not intended to imply recommendation or endorsement by NIST, nor is it intended to imply
that the materials or equipment identified are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
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a group. Next, we computed the average κ̂′c coefficient across these pairwise combinations. Finally, we416

computed the difference between these average κ̂′c coefficient for facial examiners and super-recognizers. We417

repeated this procedure for the 1,000 bootstrap iterations. This process produced a distribution of 1,000 κ̂′c418

mean differences between the two groups. See Figure A.2 in the supplemental material for a visualization419

of this distribution. The 95% confidence interval around this distribution was bounded by the top and420

bottom 2.5% of the distribution. The lower bound of this interval determined whether the distributions were421

significantly different. We determined that agreement between facial examiners and super-recognizers were422

different if the lower bound did not intersect 0. The upper bound served to characterize the probable range423

of agreement level differences between the two groups.424
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